
Dear students of 9b, 

our last homeschooling lessons start and on Friday, please, finish reading our book. 

Then look that you will bring all your tasks’s solutions to our direct lessons at school.  

For the other students still working in distance lessons there will be the following tasks: 

 

PART TWO 

Section 1-2 

1 Describe Mr Thompson's attitude when Bashir tells him about the Taliban 

commander bring in the Camp. 

2 Explain the following sentence in your own words: “We'd helped put Bashir into the 

system, and now the system had cheated us.“ ( p.82, ll. 12-13) 

3 Cooper says,“ We didn’t just want to stand around feeling helpless. We wanted to do 

something.“ ( p.83, ll.25-26) 

a) Brainstorm  different ways Cooper and Kate could help Bashir now. Try to find 

at least three ways. 

b) Why dies Cooper think that his protest would be more effective than a 

protest from “ ninety Afghan men"? ( p.84, ll. 3-8) 

c) Imagine Cooper asks you if you want to take part in the protest. Would you 

say yes? Why/ why not? 

 

 

Section 3 

1 Look at the following article: http://www.abc.net.au/news/ 2016- 02 – 08/let-them-

stay-protests-against- return-of-asylum-seekers-to-nauru/7150 462 

a) Skim the article. What is it about? Make notes. 

b) Describe what you can see in the main picture.  

c) Explain why the headline starts with #LetThemStay. 

 

2 Now find out about a protest which took place in your hometown or Bundesland. 

 Write a short text for a school newspaper about it.  

●  What was the protest about?( the context) 

●  What changes did the protesters hope for?  

●  What effect did it have (if any)? 

 

 

 

 



Section 4 

Bashir is convinced that taking one photo of the Taliban fighter will help him. How important 

do you think photos are in your life and in the world generally?  

Write a comment on the following statement: A photograph is more powerful than words. 

(Count all your words .) 

 


